The nonuniform upsetting behavior was observed only at a strain rate of 10 set-l at 1800'F (982OC), while at 1600'F (871°C) it occurred at strain rates of 10m2 set -l to 10 set-l. Microstructures were mostly uniform within each specimen, except at the lowest test temperatures and highest strain rates where flow localization occurred. For example, the specimen shown in Fig.  5 , tested at 1800'F (982'C) and 10 set-l, was found to have a uniform microstructure throughout (it is shown in Fig. 81 , even though the specimen did not upset uniformly.
In contrast flow localization in a specimen tested at 1600'F (871°C) and 10 set -i is shown in Fig. 6 . Even in a single specimen that does not exhibit nonuniform deformation there are some small differences in grain size that result from the fact that the strains and strain rates throughout the compression specimen are not everywhere the same. For example, the grain size is slightly finer at the centers of the compression specimens than at the outer diameters.
Also friction has an effect. Material at the top and bottom The friction cones in the specimens tested here were small.
A number of as-forged microstructures are shown in Figs. 7 and 8.
The microstructures in Fig.  7 are for deformation at a temperature of 1900°F (1038°C) and the five strain rates tested. above the delta solvus, At 1900°F (1038'C), the as-forged grain size is not very sensitive to strain rate over the range tested. At 10e3 set-l, the grain size is rated at average ASTM 9 with some grains as large as (ala) ASTM 7. At 10 set-l.
the grain size is rated at ASTM 10 ala 9. take into account all the grains These ratings in the field of view.
The grain size at the start of testing at 1900'F (1038OC) was ASTM 5 (Fig.  3) , so the material has dynamically recrystallized during testing to the microstructures shown in Fig.  7 . Furthermore, the flow curves indicate that the microstructures in Fig.  7 represent the microstructures.
At the strains steady-state stopped (a minimum of 0.6), at which the compression testing was the flow stresses (and microstructures) are not changing with strain. 
